
To whom it may concern:

My daughter Amanda Wan is currently enrolled in Sunshine Kidz Education Centre.

I find Betty a patient teacher who is able to guide/teach Amanda in doing English and Maths well. Her

experience in pre-school and primary school teaching is of great asset in helping Amanda's learning in

Primary 1 .

Betty will be a great asset to any organisation she tutors.

Regards

Sho Nan Fang

Citation from Mrs. Sharona Mohamad (Nabilah’s Mother)

It was alarming for me to discover that my child had difficulties in reading when she was in K1. In

Nov-Dec 2008, I enrolled my child with Sunshine Kidz for a holiday programme. It was a daily 3-hour

session. My gal was so much happier in Sunshine Kidz than in her previous school. She learnt faster, and

her sense of initiative increased tremendously and emotions are in better control.

I will never forget  the night she took a story book on her own initiative, (which she really hated to do

when we ask her to do previously) and began reading aloud to me and her Daddy. Tears came running

down slowly from our eyes. I waited till she finished her book, I hugged her so deeply and tightly. My

husband and I couldn't control our happiness that we kept kissing and hugging our child, our princess!

My child, can read! My child can read! She was totally surprised and amazed at our reaction! We

explained to her how we were so pleased and happy that she has improved and done very well in her

reading. We, as parents, are very appreciative of Teacher Betty, who has always been there for our

child, communicated with us on how and what we can do at home with our princess. Teacher Betty

teaches us the correct techniques as to how we can teach our child which is in line with the school

curriculum. Our princess is now in Primary 1 and we have enrolled her in Sunshine Kidz daycare
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programme. In this daycare programme, parents do not have to worry as much as homework will be

taken care of and of course she will continue to socialize with her buddies at Sunshine Kidz!!

I have known Teacher Betty ever since I enrolled my gal in Sunshine Kidz and have never come across a

teacher who teaches kids with learning disability with so much passion. Sunshine Kidz is just not out to

make money. Sunshine Kidz centre is not like others! It is unique. They are very sincere people, they

really teach from the heart. They really teach the kids not only to excel academically  but also teach

them how to be a good person. My daughter felt so sad and empathized towards her friend who had a

learning disability.

This is the type of enrichment centre we should send our children to. Sunshine Kidz makes sure they

produce good children who will become good and nice people. Nowadays, we see that some children

who are gifted academically, but are ill-mannered and uncaring. This is sad but real. We must therefore

have a balance of academic and emotional values in our children, something which Sunshine Kidz strives

to do.

Mr. Sheehan-Oliveiro Betty Caroline of Sunshine Kidz LLP coaches my son, Shaun (7 yrs old) Reading,

English & Math.  After several sessions of one-to-one training,  my son has shown much improvement in

his school work.  He looks forward to the classes each time.  Mrs. Sheehan takes the time after each
lesson to explain to the parent how to strengthen the child's weaknesses and techniques that work for
each child.  I find this very helpful.

Bertha Chew

Mother of Shaun Choo, 7 yrs (Primary 1)

Mrs. Betty Sheehan taught Sheldon, my P2 son English and Mathematics when he attended his Nursery
and Kindergarten classes in a daycare center few years ago.  Mrs. Sheehan was highly regarded by the
center principal as a valuable teacher as not only is she experienced, she also has the qualities of
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patience, caring and more importantly she understands the needs of children. She is especially good
with children. Mrs. Sheehan had helped to lay the foundation well for Sheldon in the areas of phonics
and reading. As of today, Sheldon has not much problem coping with the English language at school. His
average score is 90 and above in his tests and exams.

My K2 son, Brandon is quite an active kid and has some learning difficulties.  He tends to be forgetful
and is not able to focus. When he was in K1, he was not able to differentiate the different alphabets.
Feeling quite exasperated, I seek the help of Mrs. Sheehan. After assessing Brandon, she devised some
interesting methods to help Brandon in recognizing the letters. She observed that Brandon thrives well
in a highly encouraging environment and she consistently keeps Brandon motivated so that he will want
to learn and do more.

Brandon is now attending phonics/reading lesson conducted by Mrs. Sheehan and I must say that I am
very happy with his progress.  He is now able to recognize simple words, read short sentences and he
even attempts to read road signs.  And just of yesterday, he did something amazing! He wrote me a
letter to complain about the bad behaviors of his older brother.  Though most of the words are not spelt
correctly, I was able to figure out the message because of the phonics sounds. This is a big leap for
Brandon.

And he would not have been able to achieve it without the help of Mrs. Sheehan.

I am very thankful to Mrs. Sheehan for her guidance given to both my sons and I highly recommend Mrs.
Sheehan in any teaching assignments relating to English language and literacy.

Name: Mrs. Anna Ow
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